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Statics of elastic lattice-type shells 

M. KLEIBER (WARSZAWA) 

IN THE PRESENT paper the problem of statics of elastic lattice-type shells is dealt with. This 
problem is considered on the basis of the theory of discrete elastic Cosserat media. The basic 
system of equations of the problem is studied. Compatibility conditions, static-geometric analogy 
and stress function are introduced and the equations of shallow lattice shells are shown. 

W pracy rozpatrzono szczeg6lowo zagadnienie statyki spr~zystych powlok pr~towych. Do ana
lizy problemu wykorzystano r6wnania teorii dyskretnego osrodka Cosserat6w. Sformulowano 
podstawowy uklad r6wnan, wykazano zachodzenie analogii statyczno-geometrycznej oraz moz
Iiwosc wprowadzenia funkcji napr~i:en. Przyjmuj<tc pewne zalozenia upraszczaj<tce z og6lnego 
ukladu r6wnan otrzymano uklad opisuj<tCY malo wyniosle powloki pr~towe, 

B pa6oTe paccMoTpeHa no~po6Ho CTaTWiecHaH 3a~a~Ia TeopHH ynpyroCTH crep.H<HeBbiX o6o
noqei<. l1cno.m.3yroTcH OCHOBHbie ypasHeHIUI Teopmt ,tmci<peTHOH ynpyroil cpeAI>I Koccepa. 
C<t>opMyJIHpoBaHa onpe~e.IDI101.l{aH CHCTeMa ypasHeHHH, noi<a3aHa craTHI<o-reoMeTpH;tieci<aH 
aHaJIOrHH, ~Ol<a3aHa B03MO.H<HOCTb BBe~eHIDI <!>~ HanpiDI<eHHH. ,IlJm HCI<OTOpbiX ynpol.l{a
IOI.l{HX npe~JIO>KCHHH H3 OCHOBHOH CHCTeMbl ypaBHe:mrii nony'tfeHa CHCTeMa, OnHCbiBaiOI.l{aH 
nonorae cTep>KHeBhie o6onotn<H. 

LoAD-carrying structures constituting a regular lattice lying on a surface are usually called 
lattice-type surface structures or, in short, lattice-type shells. In the present paper, such 
structures will be defined as those composed of thin elastic bars, having the following 
properties : 

1) the axes of bars constitute a triangulation of a given surface; 
2) the stress state in a particular bar segment may be described by the shear forces, 

longitudinal force, bending moments and twisting moment; 
3) the bars are rigidly connected at nodes; 
4) the bar segments between any two nodes are prismatic, homogeneous, isotropic 

and linearly elastic. 
In the literature on structural mechanics, the problem of statics of lattice-type struc

tures has been investigated in numerous papers, in particular, by Polish authors in [1-6]. 
However, the methods so far developed in problems of this type do not make it possible 
to obtain the basic system of equations in sufficiently simple and clear form. The aim of 
the present considerations is to formulate and analyse the statical equations of linear 
theory of lattice-type shells. We begin with the equations of discrete elasticity given in 
[7-12]. The proposed method appears advantageous in that it enables the known general 
theorems of discrete elasticity to be employed. Moreover, the resemblance of the equations 
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180 M. KLEIBER 

considered to the equations of the continous shells theory suggest in many cases the appli
cation of considerations and methods of solution analogous to those known in the classical 
theory. 

1. The general equations of discrete elasticity 

Let D be a countable or finite set of elements d with a difference structure of order m 
given by the set of functions fA: D A --+ D -A, A = I, II, ... , m, cf. [7-12]. Denoting by 
zl' = ti'(d), vk = vk(d) the components of a displacement vector of a mass centre of the 
body dE D and the components of an infinitesimal rotation vector of this body, respec
tivelye ), the elastic potential of the system considered can be expressed in the forme> 

(1.1) 

where A~, Bf,,z, ,Ff,,z, represent the elastic properties of the system, 

(1.2) ~ = L1Atf+e~prv"L1Ar', xlA1 = L1Avk, dE DA, 

and :i' = vl(d) are coordinates of the place in the physical space occupied by the centre 
of mass of the body d. In static problems, the basic system of equations has then the 
form [7]: 

1) constitutive equations 

(1.3) 
tkA = A~1,z,y~+Bf,,z,x~, 

m1c A = Ff,,z, x~ + BltAy~; 
2) equilibrium equations 

JAt/+Jk = 0, 

JAmkA+ekp~t/LfA1J'P+nk = 0, 
(1.4) 

where t~cA, m~cA and~' x~ will be called the components of stress and strain, respectively. 
Equations of equilibrium will be transformed into the symmetric form if the following 
strain components are introduced: 

'Y}~(d) = L1Arl(d) + -}e~prL1A 1J'P(d) [v'(d) +v"(fAd)], 

(1.5) 
xlA(d) = L1Avk(d), dE D A. 

The elastic potential is now expressed by: 

(1.6) 

uA,Z, - BA,Z, 1 AA,Z, ,. /,z,p 1 AAdl ,. /AP 
n1c1 - kl - 4 1cr e.pl - 4 1r e.pz , 

e) All these components are related to the inertial Cartesian coordinate system (zk)in physical space. 
e) The argument d of the functions considered will be omitted from now on. 
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STATICS OF ELASTIC LATTICE-TYPE SHELLS 181 

(1.7) C A4> _ vA4> + 1 AA4> t . s [~P[Ar 
kl - L'kt 4 st e.pke. rl ' 

[Ak = LJAtpk. 

The constitutive equations will be given by: 

(1.8) 
tkA = Affl'rJ~+Ht,,z,u~, 

gkA = C~,z,u~+H~A'YJ~· 

By virtue of 

(1.9) (j;(d) := cp(f-Ad) 

(cp: D--+ R is the arbitrary function, the summation convention with respect to A does 
not hold), we can transform the equations of equilibrium (1.4) to the form: 

(1.10) 

1 - -
2(L1AtkA+LJAtkA)+Jk = 0, 

1 ( ::f A A - A 1 m(fl A -, -A) 0 2 LJAgk +LJAgk )+2ekl Aim ,+/Atm +nk = . 

The Eqs. (1.5), (1.8) and (1.10) are the alternative form of the basic equations of the 
discrete elastic media. All the equations given above can be transformed to a more general 
form after introducing, for each dE D, the separate Cartesian coordinate system in phys
ical space, cf. [7]. 

2. Spatial systems of bars 

Let set D be a set of rigid nodes of the lattice composed of thin, linearly elastic bars. 
The difference structure on the set D will be determined if we assume d' =fAd when the 
nodes d and d' are connected by a bar. This bar will be called the A- bar. Let the di
mensions of nodes be disregarded and external loads be assumed to act on the nodes only. 
Let us calculate the tensors of elastic rigidity Aff1,z,, B~,z,, F~,z,, H~,z,, C~,z,. To this end, let 
us denote: 

.!.kA(d) the components of the unit vector normal to the cross-section of the bar 
connecting the nodes d and !A d, 

'tkA(d), "tkA(d) the components of the unit vectors directed along the principal axes of this 
cross-section, 

IA(a) length of the A-bar, 
AJi(d) the cross-sectional area of the A-bar, 
CA(d) the torsional rigidity of the A-bar, 

JA.(d),J:f (d) the moments of inertia with respect to the axes given by the vectors 'tkA(d), 
"tkA(d), respectively, 

EA(d) Young's modulus of the A-bar, 
MA(d) the twisting moment in the middle of the A-bar, 
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182 M. KLEmER 

'MA(tf)," MA(tl) the bending moments in the middle of the A-bar with respect to the axes 
given by the vectors 'tkA, "tkA, respectively, 

PA(tf) the longitudinal force in the A-bar, 
'P A (d), "P A (d) the shear forces in the A-bar with respect to axes given by the vectors 'tkA(d), 

"tA(d), respectively, 
yA_(d), y;; (d) factors of the influence of the shear forces 'PA(d), "PA(d) on bending of the 

A-bar. 

According to the known formulae of the theory of structures, we obtain; 

CA A k A 
MA = --r;;- LJAV ~le , 

(2.1) 
EAAA _.k A 

PA = -y;;_-L1Au-{k , 

, _ I2EAJA [ L1Auk'tkA 2v"+L1Avk, A] 
PA- (1+12yA)/j /A + 2 tk , 

"P A A A le A 't A 12£ J' [ LJ' uk"t A 2vk+L1' vk ] 

A = (1 + 12y~)/1 /A - 2 k • 

Calculating the elastic potential s in the element dE D (which is a potential of m A-bars 
joining the node d with the nodes fAd, A = I, Il, ... , m) and bearing in mind (1.1), 
we finally obtain cf. [13]; 

Likewise, from (1.7) we obtain: 

(2.3) 

Having those tensors of elastic rigidity, we are able to solve the basic set of equations 
given by (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), or (1.5), (1.8), (1.10). 
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STATICS OF ELASTIC LATTICE-TYPE SHELLS 183 

Quantities MA, 'MA, "MA, PA, 'PA, "PA can be determined directly from (2.1) or from 
the following relations: 

tkA~,A~kl = PA, 

tkA'~,A~kl = PA, 

tkA "!tA~kl = "p A, 

mkA!/~kl =M~, gkA~,A~kl =MA , 

m A'!tA~kl = 'M~, gkA'!1A~kl ='MA, 

mkA"~,A~kl ="M~, gkA"t,A~kl = "MA, 

where the symbol "o" is referred to the cross-section at the node fAd of the given A-bar. 

3. The difference geometry of lattice shells 

The difference description of lattice shells will now be formulated on the basis of 
concepts introduced in [8]. Let the considered structure be composed of three families of 
bars, see Fig. I. By means of the difference structure given on the set of nodes, the direc-

~k)r-------------------~~ 

FIG. 1. 

tions I, IT, III are selected according to those families of bars. Let us denote by zt, k = 

= I, 2, 3 the rectangular, Cartesian coordinates in the physical space. The radius-vector 
of the lattice of nodes will be denoted by the symbol rk = rk(d). 

We have then LIArk = I~. Let us assume the vector base er%( d), ex = 1, 2, 3 in each 
vector space V](d) assigned to the node dE D. In the covector space V! 3 (d), the base 
will be denoted by e(%( a), ex = I , 2, 3 . Let us denote: 

(3.1) 
LIA er%( d) = G~a.(d)ep(d), 

• LIAeiX(d) = G;.p(d)t!(d), 

LJAea.(d) = GL(d)ep(d), 
- . 
LIAe11(d) = GpA(d)e (d), 

6 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 2/73 
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184 M. KLEIBER 

(3.1) ex, p = 1, 2, 3, A = I, 11, Ill, 

e1=g1, e2=g2, e3=n, 

el = gt, e2 = g2' e3 = n . 
For each deD, the vector base gK, n and gK,~ (K = 1, 2) will be defined as follows: 

(3.2) 
gK(d) = H~(d)LJAr(d), A = I, Il, Ill, K = 1, 2 

Hk11(d) = 0, r[H~] = 2, 

rt(d)- an arbitrary vector linearly independent of gK(d), 

K(d) = £KLgL(d) X n(d) 
g yg(d) ' 

where the symbol £KL is that ofRicci and g is a determinant of a matrix of the metric tensor. 
These formulae strictly connect the general coordinates introduced with the spatial con
figuration of the bars. Let us denote the components of metric tensor by 

aMN = gMgN, aMN =gM g~, 

(3.3) 

and define Ricci's bivector by 

(3.4) 

a= nn, * ** a= nn, 

eKL = eklmgKkgunm, 

fKL = e,klmgKkgLl~m. 

The formulae (3.2) can now be written in the form: 

(3.5) 

Let us denote: 

au al2 al all 

g = det a21 a22 a2 ' 
g = det a2t 

at a2 a al 

G~ = bAK' G~A = bAK' 
*3 -

GAK = hAK' G~A = hAK' 

(3.6) GfA = b~, GfA = h1, 

*K - K *K - -K 
GA3 =hA, G3A =hA, 

G~3 = bA, G~A = hA, 
• 3 -

GM= hA, G~A =hA . 

at2 at 

a22 a2 

a2 • a 
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Making use of (3.6), we obtain from the (3.1) the following expressions: 

(3.7) 

LJAgKk = G~KgLk+bAxnk, 

LJAnk = b~gl+bttnk, 

LJAgKk = G~LgLk+h~nk, 

JAnk = b~gl+~nk, 

LTAgKk = GfA~k+h~nk, 

for each dE DA or dE D_A, respectively. From (3.7), we obtain: 

bAK = LJAgln'bkz. b,1K = JAgKk,jl bkl• 

b~ = LJAJ'gf'bkz, b~ = JAnkgKlbkh 

hA = LJAnkn'bkl, hA = 3Ankn'bk, 

(3.8) 
hAK = LfAnkgx1bkz, lzAK = JAnkgK1bkz, 

h~ = LJ~gKLnlbkz. h~ = JAgKknlbkz, 

hA = LJAnkn'bk, hA = LfAnkn'bk, 

G~K = LJAgKkgLkbk, GfA = LJ-AgKkgLlbkl' 

GfA = LJA~sgL1 bkl• GK X Kl 'b LA= Ag gL kl• 

For the sake of further simplicity, let us denote the following operators: 

{J~ q;(d) = b~ (d)q;(fAd), p~q;(d) = b~(d)q;(f-Ad), 

fJAK({J(d) = bAK (d)q; (f~d), PAK({J(d) = bAx(d)q;(f-A~d), 

(3.9) 
fJAq;(d) = bA (d)q;(fAd), PA 9/ (d) = hA (d)q; (f_Ad), 

1]~ 9J (d) = h~ (d)'q; (fAd), rj~q;(d) = ~ (d)q;(f_Ad), 

1]AK({J(d) = hAK(d)q;(fAd), "iiAK({J(d) = lzAK(d)q;(f-Ad), 

1]A({J(d) = hA(d)q;(fAd), rjA ({J (d) = lzA (d)q; (f_Ad), 

where q;(d), dE D A is an arbitrary real-valued function. 

6* 

185 
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186 M. KLEIBER 

4. Equations of lattice shells in general coordinates 

All the equations given in Secs. 1 and 2 will now be presented in the general coordinates 
introduced in Sec. 3. Let the components of quantities considered in the general coordinates 
be defined as follows: 

t/ = tKAgKk+tAnk, Ji = jKgKk+fnk, 

m"A = mKAgKk+mAn", mk = mKgKk+mnk, 

I~ = l~gKm+IAnm, 

(4.1) 

Making use of the relations (3.9) and denoting, according to (3.3) and (3.4): 

C.km.ngMmgNnlf-" = tf-eMN, 

(4.2) 

after simple calculations which can be found in [13], we obtain equations of equilibrium 
(1.4) in the form: 

(4.3) 

,~ A+{J- KA+{J- A *JM NA s [M A+ s I tNA+ - 0 u.1m AKm Am +eMNa A t +a esM At a eNs A m - , 

where the symbol '~A denotes the absolute difference operator in the bundles of two
dimensional subspaces of spaces V] (d), and 
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STATICS OF ELASTIC LATTICE-TYPE SHELLS 187 

wa. = (wK, w)- an arbitrary vector field defined on D, see [8]. The geometric equation 
will now be presented in the form: 

(4.4) 

where 

YKA = I <5AuK+1JAKu+ [l~aMeKs+lAeMx]vM+ [l~aeKs+lAa5esK]v, 

YA = 1 <5Au+1J~'uK+1JAu+l~~KvM+l~d'eNKv, 

XKA = '<5AVK+1JAKV, 

XA = 1 <5AV+1]~VK+rJAV, 

I .L 
<5AuK(d) = LJAuK(d)+GAK(d)uA(fAa), 
1 <5Au(d) = L1Au(d). 

Denoting 

(4.5) 

At,q,gKkgLl = AAq,KL, 

A:,q,gKkn' = AAq,K, 

At,q,nkn' = AAq,, 

Ff,q,gKkgLl = pAq,KL, 

from (1.3), we obtain: 

(4.6) 

tKA = A Aq,KLy Lq, +A ,tq,Ky q, + BAq,KL" Lq, + BAq,KXq,' 

tA = AAq,L'J'Lq, + AAq,yq, + BAq,LXLq, + B·1q,Xq,' 

mKA = pAq,KL"Lq, + pAq,Kuq, + Bq,AKL'J'Lq, + Bq,AKyq,, 

mA = pAq,LxLq, + pAq,Kq, + Bq,A 'J'Lq, + Bq,Ayq,. 

Making use of (2.2) and ( 4.6) and denoting 

we arrive at the following expressions: 
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ALf(JI = <5AfP[E A tAtA+ 12EAJ:; 'tA'tA + 12EAJA "tA"tA]_!_ 
A ~ - (1 + 12yA)/~ (1 + 12yAJI~ lA' 

BAfPKL = <5Adl[ 6EAJA "tKAttLA- 6EAJA' 'tKA"tLA] 
(1 + 12yA)/~ (1 + 12yA)/1 ' 

BAfPK = <5Adl[ 6EAJA "tKAttA- ~ 6EAJ:; 'tKA"tA] 
(1 + 12yA)/~ (1 + 12yA)l~ ' 

(4.7) BAd~ = ~(11[ 6EAJA "tA'tA- 6EAJ:; --'tA"tA] 
(1 + 12y~)/~ (1 + 12yA)l~ ' 

F'••n = ~A·{cArA iLA+EAJA[ I+ I+ :2rA JtLI.'t ... 

+EAJA[l + 3 ]"tKA"tLA}_!_ 
1 + 12yA lA' 

3 ]'tKAttA 
1+12yA 

+EAJ:f[l + 

pAd~= ~AfPlC rlirli+E J'[1 + 3 
]'tA'tA+£ J"[1 + 3 

]"tA"tA}_!_ A_ - A A 1 + 12yA A A 1 + 12yA lA. 

The Eqs. (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6) form the basic set of equations for lattice-type shells. The 
solution of this set of equations should fulfil the relevant boundary conditions. Those 
conditions will be written, see [13] in the form: 

Ug = lzg, • • u =a, 'Vg = bg, 
. . 

v = b, de 8Dq, 

(4.8) BL = -JL, B = -/, B,L = -mL, B.= -m, dE oD" 
anq u an,= an, 

where 

BL = 2 tLA- 2 £/KAKxkgU+iAn~gl-l], 
AeLd Aei.d 

(4.9) 

B.L = 2 mLA_ 2 [mKAKKtgU+ mAn~:r"l+ (eMxl~aL+exLfA)tKA+eLxl~tA, 
AeLd AeLd 

B, = 2 rrti- 2 LmKAKx~:Jik+ nrtn~:n"l+eMxl~tKA, 
AeLd AelA 
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STATICS OF ELASTIC LATI1CE·TYPE SHELLS 189 

Now, the geometrical relations (4.4) will be presented in a somewhat different way. 

Making use of the quantities ,-K .. h ~A, yA, "A instead of the quantities yKA, "KA' yJ'., ~A' 
we arrive at the following formulae: 

yKA = 'c5AuK+{J~u+(/ffaKesM+/AeMK)vM+J~eKsV, 

YA = c5'Au+ fJALuK+ fJAu+ (l~aesM +IAa8eMs)vM +l~dfeNsv, 
(4.10) 

~A= 'c5AvK+fJ~v, 

"A = 'c5Av+ fJAKvK+ fJAv. 

Between yK A' yA, uK A' "A and yKA, YA, "KA' xA the following connections take place: 

~A = uuaKL+,eAaK, 

(4.11) 
UA = ULAtf'+ "Aa, 

YKA = YLAaKL+ YAaK, 

YA = YALtt-+.YAa. 

Let us now consider the plane problem, and assume that the plane on which we form 
a structure is the plane of elastic symmetry. From (4.3), (4.4), (4.6) it is easy to obtain 
two independent sets of equations referring to problems of lattice-type discs (also called 

plane problems) and plates, respectively. Assuming in (3.8) tf = n", we obtain: 

bAK = b~ = bA = bAK = ... =hA= 0, 

and from ( 4. 7): 

The set of equations for the plate problem has the form: 

(4.12) 

YA = 'c5Au+I~eMxvM, 

and for the plane problem, the form: 

(4.13) 

All our considerations in Sec. 4 apply to the set of equations (1.2), (1.3), (1.4). Obviously, 
the analogous formulae can be obtained from the alternative set of equations (1.5), (1.8), 
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(1.10). In the constitutive equations, the following tensors of elastic rigidity will then 
appear: 

(4.14) cA~K = !5A<~> re 1LA 1A + E J' , 1KA, 1A + E J", 1KA, tAl _1_ A_ _ A A A A /A' 

eA~ = !5A<~>rcA.!.A!.A+ ELfJ~ 'tA 'tA+ EAJ;;"tA "tAl ~~ . 

S. Compatibility conditions, static-geometric analogy and stress functions 

Let us assume regularity of the difference structure considered. The following identities, 
see [8], then hold: 

(5.1) 

'!5[A'!5<~>1 u(d) = 0, 

1 !5[A 1 !5~1 v(d) = 0, 

1 !5[A 1 !5<l>]uK(d) = fJfAb~]L(d)uL(fAf<l>d), 

1 !5[A 1 !5~1vK(d) = {JfAb<l>]L(d)vL(fJ<l>d). 

Let us introduce the symbols: 

I 
+ 1 when l/>-A = 1 or l/>-A = -2, 

£A<~> = - 1 when A- l/> = 1 or A- l/> = - 2, 

0 in other cases, 

')'KA = EA~,x <J>, 

')'A = EA<l>')'r;r.., 

and let us assume L1A 1: ~ 1: for each pair A, l/> and each dE DA.~· By virtue of (5.1), 
introducing components of the strain state connected with components of the displacement 
state through relations (4.10), we obtain the following system of equations: 

(5. 

I !5 A "KA + {3~ "A = 0' 

I !5AxA+ f3AxxKA+ fJAxA = 0, 
1 !5AyKA+fJ~yA+eKM/!fxA+ [aKeMN/!f +eNK[A]xNA = 0, 

1!5A')'A+fJAKyKA+f3AyA+ [aeMN/~ +treNs/A]xNA+a5esM/~xA = 0. 

The Eqs. (5.2) are called the conditions of compatibility of the linear theory of elastic 
lattice shells. For the plane problem, the system (5.2) splits up into two independent systems. 
These are the compatibility equations referring to the discs and plates, respectively. Now, 
let us recall the form of the equations of equilibrium (4.3) without external forces. From 
a confrontation of these equations with the compatibility equation just derived, there 
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follows an analogy of their structure. We can change (5.2) into (4.3), and vice-versa~ 
using the formal scheme: 

(5.3) 
1 J"A +-+ 'OA, tKA +-+ XKA, tA +-+ 0, mKA +-+ yKA, 

mA +-+ yA, P~ +-+ {J~, fJ AK +-+ {J AK' fJ A +-+ {J A • 

According to this scheme, we can write the formulae: 

mKA = EA~['(5~<pK+P~<J?+ (/:aKesM+eMKJ~)vM +eKs/:1p], 

(5.4) 
mA = EA~[' J"~<p+ lf~x<J?K+P~<p+£?eNs/~ 1p+ (aesM/~ +aReMR/A)~], 

tKA = EA~[' J"~"PK+ P~"P]' 

tA = EA~[' J"!l> 1p + lf~K 1pK +If~ 1p]' 

where the functions <p, <pf, 1p, "PK are said to be the stress functions in the surface problem 
of discrete elasticity. Making use of (5.4), we are able to satisfy the homogeneous equilibrium 
equations (4.3). In this way, we can extend the scheme (5.3) by the formulae: 

(5.5) 

To each equation of the theory in which the components of stress state or stress functions 
occur there corresponds an equation in which occur the components of the state of strain 
or components of the state of displacement, according to (5.3) and (5.5). From the relations 
given above, two fundamental systems of equations can be derived. In one of them, as the 
basic unknowns we shall take the functions 0, u, vx, v and in the other- the functions 
<px, <p, 1px, "P· The analogy in the form of those equations can easily be observed, see [7]. 

6. Equations of shallow lattice shells 

In this section, various approximations of lattice shell equations derived in previous 
sections will be considered for the case of shallow shells. Some advantages resulting from 
the presentation of the above given equations in the general coordinates (Sec. 3) will now 
be seen. Let us confine ourselves to the cases in which the direction of the vector n differs 
only slightly from the direction of vector g 1 x g 2 • The mathematical consequence of this 
assumption consists in adapting the approximations aK, ax ~ aKL, axL· Moreover, to the 
system of equations formulated above the other following aproximations will be applied, 
resulting also from the assumption of the shallow shells theory, and being known as a gen
eralization of simplifications familiar from the classical (i.e. continous) theory of shallow 
shells, cf. [ 14-16] : 

1) the functions 0, ux will be treated as considerably smaller than the functions u, u; 
2) the functions v, v are also much smaller than the functions vx, vK; 
3) the components lA are much smaller than the components 11; 
4) the quantities bA, hA, hA, hA are much smaller than the quantities bxA, -bxA, b~, 

b~,hAx,hAx,h~,h~. 
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In view of those simplifications, we reduce the geometric equations (4.11) to the form. 
see [13]: 

(6.1) 
r A = I c5Au+ l~aesMvM, 

;.eK A = I c5AvK, 

"A = 1 c5Av+PAKvK. 

From the Eqs. (5.4), after application of approximations similar to 1) and 2) concerning 
stress functions, we obtain: 

(6.2) 

tKA = £A~1 ~'f/JK' 

tA = ct~['~~'P +P~K'PK], 

mKA = ct~[~~~q;K+P~q;+l:aKesM~ +l~eKstp], 

mA = £A~[~b~q;+l~esMa~]. 

The equations of equilibrium (4.3) take the form: 

(6.3) 

I'JAtKA+ jK = 0, 

'-gAtA+fAKtKA+f = 0, 

'JAmKA+/f~mA+eKM/~tA+ [eNKfA+aKeMN/~]tNA+m = 0, 

'c5AmA+aeMNI~tNA+m = o. 
Let us confine ourselves to a simple case in which the lattice considered is composed 
of two families of bars only. Denoting by [If] the 2 x 2 matrices, and assuming /~ If = 
= c5~ from (6.lh and (6.2)4 , we arrive at the equations 

(6.4) 

vM = [EA~'YA-'f5~u]/ffSM~. 
a 

Taking into account (6.4)1 , from (6.2)1 we obtain: 

(6.5) 

- - - • 1 
tKA = EA~[£Ds' c5~m.o-, c5~' c5sq;]lfesK-;-, 

a 

xKA = EA~[E.os'f5~,.0-'f5~1 f5su]fieSK~. 
a 

The fundamental system of equations assumes, from (6.1) and (6.2), the form: 

1 --gAtA+PAKtKA+f = 0, 

(6.6) 
1 ~mKA+/f~mA+~M/~tA+aKeMN/~tNA+mK = 0, 

1 c5A"A+PAK0A = 0, 
1 f5AyKA+P~'YA+~M/~0+aKeMN/~0A = 0. 
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The other equations of equilibrium and conditions of compatibility are fulfilled because 
of (6.5). Let us take the functions u, q;, yt and mA as the fundamental unknowns, which 
appears very expedient for the asymptotic approach applied further on. Then, let us substi
tute the relation tA = A1,z,y,z,, A1,z, = AAE E,z,z into (6.6) 1 , thus eliminating tA. Taking 
into account the relation mKA =C1,z,~LXLtl> = CAtZIKLEti>H~zVL, CAtZIKL = CAEKLE,z,s and (6.1), 
we eliminate mKA, by means of the relations (6.5), we eliminate tKA and, finally, similar 
relations are applied to 0A, 0 and yKA Accordingly, we arrive at the following system 
of equations: 

(6.7) 

where 

'.l..t[A:',.y"J+P .... [If,;sK le""' .l,.(£DsmD-• .l,.<p)J +f = 0, 

'~ .. r c,. "m"J + ,8 ... {It .;u ~ £""' ~"(c,.8r"- '~ ,.u) J = 0, 

- - aK -1 ~A[CAHti>KI ~,z,(E.ozrP- '~8u)] + {J~mA+eKMl~ AA ,z,J',z,- -.-~ ~,z,m,z, +mK = 0, 
a 

, s. [-A.Sti>K 1 i ( .o , i" )] + px A+ ...K /M A ,z, aK 1 s. ,z, 0 uA a u,z, E.osm - u5 q; AY ~.-M A C,z, m --.- u~y = , 

fA.oSK = CAti>KLE~.SftfSL~, 
a 

a 

~SK _ A K ti>HfD!SL 1 u-- - a,z, L E st> --;-. 
a 

This system consists of 6 partial finite difference equations of the 12th order in six unknown 
functions u, q;, yA, mA, A = I, 11. Introducing the notations 

G( A) [A • L I i" {3-K 'F {3- zs *SK 1 .-A.tl> I i _ _n [A • L aK 'i 'i• tl> 
m . = Lex uA 'I'm - AK se 7~- E.os u,z,rrr-- LeK -.- uA u,z,m , 

a a 

G•( • .A) [A • L' jl px "' {3 l"'!SK 1 .-A.tl> 1 s. .. ..o [A • L aK 1 s. 1 s. ,z, Y = LeK UA 'l'f' - AL st> "7~ Ens U,z,f - LeK -.- UA U,z,f' ' 
a a 

cA'l'ti>S = IiexL{jEtt>K, QA'l'ti>S = zteKLQ.'l'Sti>K, 

we represent (6.7) in the following form: 

(6.8) 

'J,(.l,.[C""""' ~,.(cDSy" -' ~su)J+,B .... [I§.!8K l £""' ~ .. • ~a'P J 
+/~egL 1dAmK-f+G(mA) = 0, 

'~ .. · ~.[<1"""5 ' J,.(cDsm"-' Ja'l')l+ .s .... [lf.!Sl< ~ £""' ~ .. • ~"" J + Gcr"> = o, 

' s. [ ~ti>K I~ I D 'i )] fJK A .A + M[M A tl> aK s. tl> 0 UA u-- U,z,\Ensm - Uz(/J + AY eg A C,z, m --.- U,z,f' = . 
a 
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The solution of the boundary-value problem consists in finding such six functions 
u, q;, yA, mA which within the domain D satisfy the system (6.8), and at the boundary 
of this region appropriate boundary conditions. The number of these conditions, in the 
general case, is equal to six and their form is dependent on the manner of loading and 
the support conditions of the edges of the lattice-type shell. The very complicated form 
of the basic set of equations leads to a search for possibilities of simplifications of this 
system. In the next paper [17], we shall consider these possibilities, resulting from the 
occurrence of small parameters in difference operators of higher order in the fundamental 
set of equations. 
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